
IN-SEASON 
TRAINING GUIDE

THE ULTIMATE GUIDE
FOR MANAGING YOUR
DEVELOPMENT WITH

OPP DURING SEASON



At OPP we are equipped
to handle all the
stresses of game play
during the season and
program around each
individual situation. We
are here to help you call
audibles on the fly for
when your coach throws
a random bullpen at you
or when you catch a
doubleheader because
another catcher on your
team was injured. 

As we approach baseball
season I am sure many of
you are wondering about
what in-season training
looks like and how you
can better manage your
workload with OPP. This
guide will educate both
Pitchers and Position
Players on how they can
better organize their
training sessions during
the season both with their
team and with OPP.

For those who are partaking in our
baseball skills development
programs, you will continue to
receive those in-season.  This
guide will help you managing your
schedule with our skill work so you
can continue to develop during the
season.

Written by: Aj Arroyo
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Recovery
Post game play, the day
after an outing.
Regardless if you start,
enter in relief or close.
The best way to recover
a tissue is to re-use that
tissue. This means that
more throwing is
actually a good thing as
long as its planned well.
The volume on this day
should remain very light
(25 - 50 throws) at a
very low intensity ~50%

Recovery
Hybrid A
Hybrid B
Velo

At OPP we organize our
throwing programs with
the following vocabulary:

We will break down
exactly how you can
implement these days
and still execute your
throwing program based
off what your school/org
pitching staff has
assigned for you.

Recovery days can also be
considered “filler” days for excessive
soreness and/or days that you do not
feel extremely recovered to sustain a
hybrid day. This of course is
dependent on your game schedule
for the week. This is not a long toss
day. OPP athletes also have the
opportunity to come into our facility
and use our recovery tools the
following day after an outing.

P.O. THROWING
WORKLOAD



P.O. THROWING
WORKLOAD

Hybrid A
Long toss and/or bullpen days. In-
season this may consist of 20-40
pitches in a bullpen depending on
tolerance and desired outcome of the
bullpen. Everyone is different. Keep in
mind, if this day starts to ramp up in
intensity it becomes a High Intensity
day so be smart and make sure not to
exert an all out effort on this day. 
 Ideally this only happens 1x per week.
Preferably 2-5 days prior to your game
day. Relievers and closers can throw
these closer to their game days, but
starters should plan for at least 3-4
days between bullpens and game days
as their volume will be significantly
higher on game day.

HYBRID A
Moderate Intensity ~ 70% with
moderate/high volume

High intensity ~ 90% - 100%
with moderate/high volume.
These can be considered game
days in-season. 

HIGH INTENSITY

Hybrid B / Velo days
Intensity will be higher on this day at
around 90 - 100% effort and the athlete
can consider high volume throwing at
high intensity during their game on this
day. If a relief pitcher or closer has a
low pitch count outing, this would be
considered a high intensity day. Relief
pitchers and closers can have 2-3 of
these per week. But the more days
(frequency) you have at high intensity,
the less total pitches (volume) need to
be thrown on each of those days.
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P.O. THROWING
WORKLOAD

As you can see from the graphs above,
most of our throwing volume is
comprised of lighter/moderate
intensity regardless of the time of year.
This allows us to have a solid
foundation that we can layer intensity
on top of. With out this foundation,
velo training and high intensity bouts
may still yield results, but they will
most likely be fleeting with a higher
likely hood of sustaining an injury.

WHAT DO WE DO?
We design an adjustable
program for you to follow

Our staff will handle the program, the
constraint drills, the volume, the
intensity and keep tabs on your
progress. All we need is for you to
execute it.

What you CAN’T get in with your
school/org you CAN get in with us at
OPP. Managing these days on your
program can become confusing on your
own, which is why we made this guide.
At OPP we are equipped to handle all
the stresses of game play during the
season and program around each
individual situation. We are here to
help you call audibles on the fly.

Execute the program by
adjusting your volume and
intensity based off this guide

WHAT DO YOU DO?



High intent
High intent throws should come
on a "need to throw" basis. Refer
to these stats via Statcast; the
average throw across the infield
at the MLB level is in the low
70s. This includes lobs, and
non-competitive throws.
However if you only track high
intent, highly competitive
throws from the top arms in the
league at short stop, the
average is 85.9 mph. With some
throws being upwards of 94
mph. In other words, this means
you need to possess the
ABILITY to throw hard. It doesn't
mean you need to throw hard
ALL of the time.

Low - Moderate intent
Light throwing prior to
games is ideal. Don't be the
guy that gasses it 100%
every day during practice
settings. For reference,
most of our pro guys throw
~ 90 - 150 ft prior to the
game and prioritize
accurate throws with
quality transfers. They
don’t have “velo days”
every day. Mainly because
they are expected to be
able to throw hard at any
moment during every
game.

Infielders
 1 - 2 long toss days per week ~
150 - 250 ft preferably spaced
out between 3-4 days. All other
days light catch play and fungo
work with accurate throws.

Outfielders 
1 - 2 long toss days per week ~
200 - 300 ft preferably spaced
out between 3-4 days. All other
days light catch play and during
BP shag fly balls with quality
footwork and glove transfers

POSITION PLAYER
WORKLOAD

Catchers
You are often at the mercy of the pitcher.
But that doesn't mean you should throw
long toss every day during warm ups and
then do 9 throw downs to 2nd base at
100% intent between innings. 
Rather, choose 1-2 days of long toss (120 -
200ft) then on days you are not long
tossing, find another pitcher who wants to
warm up the game day starter for that day.
Between innings, no need to let it eat at
100% intent. Keep the ball on a moderate
line and be accurate. Prioritize solid
footwork and glove transfer to be quicker.
Hit your target and save the real 100%
efforts for game time.



POSITION PLAYER
WORKLOAD

For those who participate in our
throwing/velocity programs,
throwing at OPP is not a priority
during the season for position
players. The volume and varying
intensity required from position
players is highly individualized.

However, if you participated in
our throwing development this
off-season then you should be
ready to head into season with a
solid plan of attack and ready to
show it off.



At OPP our hitting development in-season is based largely upon what you're not
getting during practice/game play with your school/org. Below you will see our
recommendation on how you can organize your hitting development this season.

OPP BP

PRE GAME GAME TIME

Constraint drills, coaching
feedback, video analysis and

tune ups.

Find time to execute OPP
drill work if possible,

compete with yourself,
quality > quantity.

Main goal: Feel good!
 2 - 3 drills that get you feeling
right, build confidence in bp.

Ready at release.
Trust it.

HITTING
RECOMMENDATIONS



HITTING
RECOMMENDATIONS
Although we could argue that there is always something we can improve on during the
season, it's important to chase those improvements at the right time. Use OPP as an
opportunity during the season to make those improvements during our drill work, but
also use OPP as a resource to “tune-up” when you need it.

We recommend most hitters (depending on playing time) to be consistent with hitting
at OPP at least 2x per week minimum and 4x per week maximum during the season.

We understand that logistically with travel schedules, homework, actual work, etc… it
may not be possible to get in those 2 sessions per week and that's ok.

Will you have the same workload you did in the off-season when you come to train?
We will leave that up to you. That largely depends on how well you recover and if you
have already hit that day. But if you want to get some drill work in and keep your
swing volume low, that is completely fine (and recommended in most cases) as well.

 
 



STRENGTH TRAINING
Our most popular model for
strength training during the
season is a 3 day weekly split.
However, because of travel,
homework, double headers, etc,
sometimes 2x per week is all that
can be made.

The goal is to feel good when
you’re playing. But over the course
of a season. We can all afford a
couple days to be a little bit sore
from training. The idea here is to
limit as much soreness as possible
so that we are not affected
negatively during game play. With
that said, taking soreness
completely out of the equation is
probably not possible if you want
to continue to make progress
during the season.

Regaining mobility lost from
gameplay is also important. It’s
common to see players exhibit
limited range of motion (ROM)
following baseball games. Stack up
to many games without recovery
modalities and strength training
through full ROM and
compensation patterns will
develop. Bad compensation
patterns can lead to injury down
the road. So take advantage of our
recovery tools at OPP following
games and stay on top of the
mobility work we program for you.

 



STRENGTH TRAINING
Continuing to improve both rate of force development (RFD) and
maximal force output key to maintaining explosiveness during
the season. Over the course of a season many athletes who stop
training lose their explosive ability (RFD) and their overall
strength. Granted you won’t be able to keep up with the same
workload you had in the off-season, but you can definitely still
make small improvements during the season. Get 1% better, every
day. Consistency always wins.

When it comes to your schedule its important to plan your
training right so you can feel ready on game day. The absolute
best times to train are going to be right after a game or high
intensity practice. This is because the adaptive response to
training triggers your hormones to spike on days you exerted a
significant amount work. Likewise, when you have days that are
not stressful, your body returns back to homeostasis and actually
has time to recover and REST. We know your schedule wont be
perfect and sometimes you have to train on those less stressful
days. This is fine, but if you start feeling a little run down just let
our staff know so we can alter your programs and change the
workload.



RECOVERY

Sleep 8-10 hours per night
No cell phone/tv 1 hour before bed
or wear blue light blocking glasses
if you're looking at your phone/tv 1
hour before bed.
Eat quality food on a consistent
basis.
Supplement your deficiencies. At
OPP we provide our athletes with
vitamin D, creatine and protein.
Red light therapy. At OPP our
athletes can come help speed up
their recovery process by using our
red light therapy in our recovery
room.
Marc-pro, at OPP our athletes have
access to this device to help them
recover immediately following their
training sessions.
Daily sunlight exposure for 1 hour
per day.
Consistency with training. If your
physical preparedness base falls low
by missing too many workouts, it
will be harder to recover between
games and practices  in the future.

Recovery is the key to staying
consistent both on the field and in the
weight room. Heres some
recommendations to maximize your
recovery this season:



F.A.Q'S
If I played games all weekend and pitched on Saturday, but my Hybrid A is scheduled for
Monday, what should I do? 

Take Monday as an "off" day from throwing or replace the Hybrid A with a recovery day.
You could also come into OPP and use our recovery tools to help speed up the process. I
would plan to make up your Hybrid A day 3-4 days prior to your next start. If thats not
possible, make sure to obtain enough volume through out the week by adding additional
recovery days.

I have pain in my throwing arm, should I keep throwing?
Pain during the season could come from a number of things. Bad compensation patterns
developed, inconsistency with training, insufficient management of volume or intensity
with throwing workload, loss of ROM, bad recovery, unhealthy eating habits compounded
with all the above, etc.. the list is endless. Your best bet is to come into OPP and see if our
recovery tools can help take away some of the pain. Get assessed by our staff and
communicate with us to see if we can help you manage your throwing workload better. If
pain continues, we will refer out to a PT in the area for further information.

My coach made me pitch today in our game but I have a High Intensity day scheduled for
tomorrow, what should I do?

It sounds like today was your High Intensity day, no need to double up and try to throw
hard tomorrow. Simply replace tomorrow with a recovery day and consider what you did
today your High Intensity day.

I really want to get the most out of what I paid for, can I come into OPP as much as I did in
the off-season?

Although I appreciate this stance, this usually stems from the assumption that a client is
paying OPP for time spent inside the facility. When in reality, our clients pay for the value
that comes from our services, not how many hours they are in the facility. Aside from
that, more is not better. Better is better. We believe that following the recommendations
in this guide is far better than trying to keep up with an off-season workload while in-
season. "Optimal training is the least amount of work put fourth for the most amount of
return" - Thomas Kurz, world renowned sports scientist.


